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FRANCE GOES OFF THE RAILS
The movements in France, November 1986 - January 1987

FALSE START
NOVEMBER 1986, PARIS:

The States’ anti-terrorist strategy means that almost every time you go out 
in the evening you’re virtually sure that you’ll get searched by the cops...Over the previous months, 
two drivers have been killed by the cops forgoing the wrong way down a one-way street...Even jump
ing the Metro ticket barriers have the cops pulling out the shooters...Paranoia...suspicion...“Two years 
minimum before anything could come to life”........Hell.
DECEMBER 1986, PARIS:

...... and people are beginning to talk excitedly with one another once again.

Of course, nothing’s that easy, and explosions after years of repression tend to be full of confusion, 
which is why we’ve produced this: to set the record straight about what we know of these events this last 
winter, to help clear up this foggy mess.

Students, like the desperate times, have changed since the 60s, when there were bad” students there just ior 
the grants. From ’66 to’68 an active minority of them achieved a critique of the university from within. Most 
ot the students were “good” students (and are today’s cadres and leaders); nonetheless, many of them 
belonged to various leftist sects, and were looking forward to a confrontation with the government, in 
order to make their own ideology prevail. For these reasons, the students’ movement could be the act
ual starting point of the May ’68 revolutionary movement (and only the starting point: as we know, 
May ’68 was not a students’ movement). From May 3rd on a week of daily clashes with the cops pro
voked the sympathy of other sectors, and, on the famous May 10th ‘night of the barricades’, students 
were already a minority amongst the rioters. On the following days, students acted as a counter-revo
lutionary force, especially during the occupation of the Sorbonne*. But workers, marginalised youth, 
school kids, etc. went on to make good use of the weaknesses of the State to create a situation which 
went way beyond a crisis of the university, terrifying rulers everywhere.

In 1986 it wasn’t a transformation of society that students even pretended to want, but the conserv
ation of their superior intellectual/cultural niche within this society* *There are virtually no more “bad” 
students nowadays. The vast majority of them really want to become what a somewhat smaller major
ity will become: our enemies. “I’ll stab you when you’re my boss”, someone shouted during a con
frontation with them in December. They don’t even fake any bad conscience about it. Probably some 
are just there to delay being on the dole (though in France nowadays it’s a lot more impossible to de
pend on a grant than here), yet none of them openly expressed any criticism of their present and iuture 
condition. The chance of a critique of the university coming from students themselves are about as re
mote as the chance of Thatcher slitting her own throat.

Moreover, students are to be criticised, not only because of what they will become, but also because 
of what they already are: the most concentrated reformist force in society. They no longer pretend to 
be “revolutionaries” (and that’s good, as it was only a pretension); they claim they are ‘apolitical’ - 
though all their leaders are former leftist bureaucrats - yet they defend directly the basic principles of 
politics: equality of opportunity, impartial justice, integration, culture for all, etc. Their main reference 
is not 1968, but 1789, date of birth of the old political lie about “liberty, equality, fraternity”. They 
protest against the government when it does not apply its own principles (which is to say, quite often!). 
Students are the social basis of the new French ideology.

For instance, it was mainly students who set up...from ’83 onwards, the “SOS - Racism” anti-racist 
movement, whose main result has been the prevention of any organised vengeance against the numer
ous shootings of black and arab kids by cops and petit bourgeois scum. Though they sometimes fail, 
particularly in the atmosphere of opposition in December: on the 7th, a young arab was shot dead by 
a drunk off-duty cop in a Paris suburb. This was kept secret for two days, because of what was going 
on then (the filth even hid the corpse!). On December 9th, SOS - Racism organised another silent and 
peaceful demo (they even prevented arab guys joining in because they were tough-looking). But the 
following night, two police stations were petrol-bombed and a police car set alight in the area.

See The 5e8inning E™’ H1 Ken Knabbs’ “Situationist International Anthology” and Vi<nets’
I he enrages and the situationists in the occupation movement” (Vi6net. however, became a professor, 

a nauseating role he had poured shit on in his excellent, though excessively optimistic, book).
** The aim of the Devaquet Law, the object of students’ protests, was to make the universities more 
competitive between one another, tightening up the selection process so that would-be students had 
no automatic entitlement to go to the university of their choice simply because they’d passed the 
French equivalent of ‘A’-levels (the “bac”).
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The students’ movement has got the same aims as the anti-racist movement - more justice within 
this society, and it uses the same means too - gentle peaceful pseudo-carnivals - lots of degrading ex
amples could be quoted. They were offering flowers to the CRS, explaining to them that their children 
were concerned too. As a demo was passing in front of La Sante prison,jailbirds shouted, “Come on, 
lads, smash everything up!”; a student shouted back, “We’re not in ’68”. During a meeting, a student 
said she disagreed with a call to workers’ unions for support, because “What shall we do if some day 
they ask us to support them?”.

All that crap went on for 15 days, highly praised by the media. The December 4th demo was meant 
to be more of the same - and it was. Yet, trouble erupted at Invalides, where a concert was due to end 
the masquerade. It is noteworthy that nowadays political mass-meetings have to rely on Geldof-like 
musical or sporting shows. Political ideology has to rely on theatrical shows to be attractive. But if these 
shows generate passive crowds, they also sometimes provide an opportunity for hooliganism. This was the 
case that night. Among the estimated million people gathered at Invalides, 3 to 5 thousand youths (most 
of them high-school pupils) disrupted the show & systematically attacked the cops, injuring 121 of them. 
Obviously this had nothing directly to do with the student movement, which, from this moment on, 
did everything it could to stop what was going on. Nevertheless, the fact that a mass movement had 
begun, however insipid, privileged and safe, was an encouragement to genuine subversion, although 
these moments were rare.

On December 5th, students gathered in the Latin Quarter to protest against police repression (three 
guys had been severely wounded by grenades). No-one really knew what to do. But since the area has a 
symbolic significance connected with past history, something somehow had to be done. So, when 
someone shouted out “Let’s occupy the Sorbonne!”, everyone rushed into the building. The first few 
in started smashing windows until stopped by stewards, who then, unlike in ’68, did all they could to 
make sure that all non-students were kept out by checking everyone’s identity cards (at L.S.E., during 
the recent occupation against apartheid, students did the same thing: only press & officially recognised 
organisations could enter; opposition to apartheid in South Africa, but support for student apartheid 
here). Some non-students managed to get into the Sorbonne with forged I.D. cards. They then 
called an ‘assembly’,consisting of large numbers of students milling around in the courtyard. Mono
polising the microphones, they asked for a vote on the following appeal: “The General Assembly of 
the occupied Sorbonne calls all the workers of France to show their solidarity with the struggling 
high-school pupils and students”. Five people stuck their hands in the air. No-one voted against. They 
then put out leaflets throughout Paris, even sending them to contacts throughout the world, saying 
that the “spontaneously convened General Assembly...had unanimously voted, with enthusiasm” for 
toe appeal. This they did under the name of ‘December 5th Committee for the Generalisation of the 

« Movement’(we’ve translated two of their leaflets here - ‘NOW’ and ‘HELL’S TRAIN’). When the cops 
were gathering to evict the students, the very same students who’d just been keeping non-students out 
of the occupation, ran round the streets asking the same people they’d just kept out to support them 
against the filth. Naturally, they were told to fuck off. The occupation lasted three hours: a pathetic 
B-movie re-make of ’68.

But the Latin Quarter is not only a student area. It is also one of the places where suburban youths 
meet, during the Friday and Saturday night stupor. Friday, they seized the moment to smash a couple 
of shop windows, and set a Porsche alight. This provoked the charge of motor-bike squads, during 
which a student was truncheoned to death.

On Saturday Dec. 6th, a silent demonstration was organised by both student and anti-racist rackets 
(the victim was an arab student), as a funeral of their dead (this is no cynical joke - some students actually 
told non-students, “He’s not vour dead”!). They asked the authorities that no cops should be in sight, 
in order to prevent any “provocation”. Thousands of non-students joined the march which was due 
to end at the hospital where Malik had died. As people arrived there, the organisers, who didn’t know 
what to do with all these people, decided to march on to Place d’ltalie. Harlem D6sir, the anti-racist 
leader, is reported to have said, “Let’s hope they won’t notice the 13th arrondisement police station 
in the next street”. They did, and hundreds of people rushed there and pelted the CRS for some time.

Some hours later, people gathered in front of the Paris Town Hall (Chirac, as well as being prime min
ister, is also mayor of Paris: the Town Hall’s his palace). As this was unprepared, there 
were only a few cops around, and at first it looked as though the crowd was about to seize the place. 
But they were £ar from the Paris Commune: student stewards linked arms in front of the demonstrators, 
giving time for heavy cop reinforcements to arrive. At that stage, the slogans were no longer about stu
dent reform. “Malik has been murdered”, “Pasqua = Terrorist”, and even “State = Terrorist”.

For over a year, the spectacle of terrorism has been the most effective weapon used by the State (re
gardless of its’ socialist or right-wing tendency) to reduce people to silence, fear and isolation. Here 
was the first opportunity for hundreds of people (who don’t give a toss about students’ prob
lems) to react against this. After months of a continuous state of siege in Paris, punctuated by a series 
of “accidental” shootings and a massive law ‘n’ order campaign, disorder was back on the streets at
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last. This was the best part of these events, a breath of fresh air. On that same night, everyone moved 
back to the Latin Quarter again. The CRS, who were occupying the bridge leading to the right bank of 
the Seine, were pelted with various missiles by some hundreds of youths for several hours, without 
charging back! This was a good occasion, as they had obviously been ordered not to repeat the previous 
days’ murder/blunder - 58 more pigs were injured that night, including 3 Chief Constables. Meanwhile, 
cars were being overturned and set alight. These barricades didn’t even have any tactical purpose, it 
was just for the hell of it. Then, shop windows began to fly. As it would have been difficult to carry a 
load of stuff away (you could just bring a souvenir back home - a teddy bear, a pair of jeans, an electric 
train...), looting was merely for the sheer pleasure of spoiling posh shops. For once, that ugly commer
cial area had recovered a human face.

However, all this was far from being an English-like riot. The street didn’t belong to the rioters: they 
had to struggle for it all the time, against the force of the hostility of the vast majority of students. 
Some of the students actually tried to physically stop people from looting, but the looters fought back 
and the students beat a retreat. However, they kept on boring the looters with such stupid questions 
as “Why are you doing that?”, whining about their movement not being taken into consideration by 
these nasty hooligans. When someone was about to set fire to a newspaper kiosk, a student intervened, 
saying, “Don’t do that - it belongs to a worker”. At that moment a guy ran up, shouting, “I work here....
bum it, bum it!”. Ten minutes later it was in flames. Some students saw the looters as fascists; echoing 
the anti-fascist slagan of Spain ’36 (“They shall not pass!”), they chanted, “The thieves shall not pass!’’, 
hoping thereby to protect the legal thieves - the shopkeepers. It should be added, however, that amongst 
the looters were a few students. So - no determinist bullshit about students. Some are as capable of at
tacking the commodity as workers or more marginalised proletarians.

On the following day, outraged reactions in the media were really over the top: Pasqua (the Home 
Secretary) called all good citizens to “get ready to fight for democracy”, leftist journalists talked about 
the shop-window breakers being cop-manipulated provocateurs, union leaders urged Chirac to repeal 
the Devaquet Bill, as “just one spark could set everything ablaze.” The nightmare of ’68 was every
where, yet it didn’t have much reality. What had been going on so far? Some hundreds of people had 
used a reformist movement as a pretext to demonstrate their dissatisfaction. Yet they remained de
pendant on that pretext.

The Saturday night fever had compelled both government and students to put an end to the crisis. 
On December 8th, Chirac, as a good democrat, announced that the Devaquet bill was repealed. The 
students had won, and didn’t ask for more. On Wednesday December 10th, they celebrated their vic
tory with a massive demonstration, together with workers’ unions, parents’ associations, etc. As the 
demo was over, some hundreds of people refused to withdraw. For some days, an enthusiastic feeling 
of comraderie had spread throughout Paris (though it remained a feeling. as nothing more could be 

i achieved on such an enemy ground): whether in the streets, bars or metro, you could meet and talk 
with strangers about anything. That night, everybody knew the occasion was over, so people just went 
on chatting for a while before going back underground again.

THE LATIN QUARTER, DEC.6th: Throwing back a gas cannister.

Ultimately, though, it’s not what people think about the French student movement that counts, any
more than what the intentions of these students were: what counts is the practical effect of Chirac’s 
climb-down on the world. Following a not-so-mini-riot, for the State to retreat has clearly been an en- 
couragement (though not in Little U.K., as usual). The petrol bombing of two police stations and the 
burning of a police car on December 10th would have been unlikely without this confidence boost And 
though the initiatives towards a rail strike were already underway before the student movement (a 
strike call had gone out on November 11th) the railway workers, by their own admission, felt strength
ened by the albeit reformist successes of the student movement. This has also been true of students in 
China, and especially of high-school students in Spain And also, probably, in Mexico.*

To be sure, the reformists in France will do their best to impose their “lesson”, promoting an ideo
logy of victory through peaceful means and ends. In the run-up to the bicentenary of Bastille Day, they 
hope to affirm an ideology of The Peoples’ Will compatible with the democratic form of commodity 
totalitarianism, using December ’86 as a model. But are most people so easily conned by this distortion 
of history? Don’t people know the real reasons for Chiracs’ compromise? As the Daily Telegraph put 
it, “Chirac bows down to the rioters”. Against their intentions, the students encouraged a Third Force 
which is not so easily bought off.

That’s why, a week after the students went back home, discontent in France erupted again, and on 
a much clearer basis, as the railway men went on a wildcat strike.
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Amongst the leaflets here we have given special priority to those produced by the 16-18 year old apprentices from LEP 
electronics - the Lascars. Encouraged by a sussed anti-student, they were the only leaflets to make sides, by differentia
ting their aspirations and struggle from that of the reformist students: they’ve no future in this society, they are bound 
for the factories and they refuse it. On that basis, they expected other striking high-school pupils to join them & split 
from the student bullshit. However, though many high-school pupils had been involved in the clashes with the cops, they 
kept on following the movement. The experience of the Lascars remained generally isolated. But the leaflets were quickly 
recognised by those with a clearer grasp for their excellence, particularly because some dumb-fuck students, when han
ded them by their authors, said they couldn’t understand what was written down!**

*It seems almost certain that the French events directly influenced the large student strikes in Mexico during January 
’87. The student protests in Mexico were marked by more explicit appeals for “university democracy” in the narrow 
sense of a University Congress (for the worlds’ biggest University in Mexico City) that would be run through a directorate 
of students, teachers, administrators and workers. The protests were also tinged (something of a throwback) with the 
populist “student/worker” rhetoric of the late 60s. And like in France, the students were also protesting against reforms 
that would impose tougher entrance and examination standards and the growth of private universities. However feeble as 
regards a thorough critique of the University, the student movement did appear to have an impact on the electricity 
workers strike in March ’87. Significant numbers of students were present, for instance, in the electricity workers demon
stration in Mexico City on March 4th. In one sense at least a comparison can be made with ’68 when, prior to the Ol
ympic Games, electricity workers were amongst other workers - chiefly petroleum and railway workers and telephonists, 
who joined forces with the students only to be gunned down in a bloodbath when the student revolt, most definitely 
in this case influenced by the uprising in France, threatened to spread to other sectors. As a Guardian report said at the 
time (Oct.Sth, 1968), “In factories too, students have been gaining support. Workers tired of union leaders being bribed 
by the government came to voice their opinion in student assemblies”. In terms of possible repression, things now may 
be different. So far, the cops have kept a low profile and the army is nowhere to be seen. Following the electricity wor
kers strike, the Institutional Revolutionary Party, which has ruled Mexico since the liquidation of Villa and Zapata’s 
guerillas, fears a strike wave. More than in most other countries this would be of great significance because of a partic
ularly institutionalised form of entente between unions and government (always the IRP) which dampens revolt from 
the outset. On a more general level, it could be said Mexico’s turbulence is down to a crisis of ‘westernised’ Bolshevism 
coming hard on the heals of an acute debt crisis.
* *They were swiftly translated, together with other leaflets, into Spanish and distributed to, amongst others, striking high
school pupils in Spain, where the ongoing character of the real movement has bee, and still is, much deeper, and more 
violent, than its French counterpart. For example, in Gijon, in Asturias, on Dec.l 1th ’86, a 5000 strong demonstration 
of students & high school kids was joined by football supporters/hooligans of Gjjon - the “ultra-boys” (they use the 
English handle), who then went on to sing the Spanish version of “Here we go!”. And recently, it seems, some Spanish 
dockers joined in one of the high school kids street riots. These riots, sometimes mini, sometimes massive, have been 
continuing virtually non-stop in different parts of Spain since the beginning of December. High-school strikes & riots 
have been continued by “uncontrollables”, despite the fact that the Trotskyist-led (connected with Militant here) school 
students committees called off the strike.

In fact the student revolt in Spain is, to a far greater degree than in France, a revolt of dispossessed youth in general. 
There the high school kids are attracting marginalised youth in their thousands (c/f the following letter). And because 
high school kids are far less settled into a career structure the relationship between these two overlapping sectors tend 
to compliment one another.

Spain is a country that has never really died down an its period of quiescence can be measured in months rather than 
years. Moreover, the student/school kids struggles, continuing unabated in a series of strikes & riots since the beginning 
of Dec .’86, have had a terrific impact after they got the government to promise to spend more on education. On the 
industrial front since the New Year strikes involving car workers, construction workers, railway workers, miners, even 
the mint, have, as The Economist put it (March 28th), “spread to almost every group of Spaniards except bankers and 
bullfighters.” In one, now famous, lovely incident a squad of paramilitary civil guards were overpowered, disarmed, 
and stripped naked by the people of the Basque town of Reinosa.

UNABRIDGED LETTER TO ‘EL PISS’, PUBLISHED ON JANUARY 31st 1987

“The Madrid press in its entirety, including yours’, has accused as “ultra-rightists” us youths who participated in the 
disturbances during the student demonstrations on Dec.l 7th and Jan. 23rd.

We are youths and not, it so happens, “ultras”. You had the term ultra-rightist concealed up your sleeve. I would have 
you know that amongst these provocateurs we find anarchists, communists, punks, skinheads, mohicans, heavys, mods, 
rockers, yobs and do-badders apart from the supposed ultras that you mention.

All this fauna is concentrated there not only because of student demands but also because we are fed up of unem
ployment, of military service, of bourgeois democracy, of police repression, of prisons, of state abuses and so many 
other problems which, unfortunately, todays’ youth are a victim of. There is no future for us, that is very clear.

State violence generates violence in the street. If our violence is unleashed it is because we endure social violence day 
by day. Don’t be surprised then by the vandalism of the young. One might ask who is the biggest vandal here - us or the 
system which, unfortunately, it’s our lot to live in. And don’t say to us violence is never justified because in our situation 
violence is a must (as a certain song says). —

Mr VMM A * *Lourdes Rico Martinez, Madrid.
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DAD, MAM, YOUR SON, YOUR DAUGHTER HAVE TAKEN TO THE STREETS !

and 
our

Because you say nothing they believe you’ll never say anything ! That it's over, 
they've fucked you !
Show them THEY are History's cuckolds !
Come on down, we'll argue !
We're on the other side of the fence with no boss, no parties, no unions, free as a 
bird. Come and talk with us. Or we'll all be fucked !
WE'RE WAITING FOR YOU ! HEY I WE NEED PAPER !

We’re the pupils belonging to LEP Electronics (technical college), a stones throw 
from here, your children. Today we’ve taken to the streets like the students, though 
not for the same reasons. They fight against selection in the university framework.

We fight against selection at school but especially against social segregation, 
against poverty !
At school they never stop telling us about the company, proposing we go there for trial 
periods or, visit it like the zoo, as if it was something nice, natural, something we 
had a choice about. We've come to ask your opinion and give ours.

enquiring so as not to be disappointed later....

So you don’t want to come out? What's up? You think everything’s fine

Or maybe you haven't got any definite demands ? Is that so ? Yes ? We'll let you in 
on a secret: neither do we I And quite right too: it's the BEST one ! The one that 
bothers "them" most. Because, they can't fuck about with us on this one. The whole 
lot has got up our noses and we want an end to the whole lot.
- You say "this is irresponsible, you'll never win anything". You're wrong, we've 
already won, we've found ourselves and one another, wB've communicated, we've 
reinvented for ourselves friendship, brotherhood, activity, We've laughed as rarely 
before. It's enormous I

YOU'RE PAID TO 
turn so we're

position
KNOW' HOW FAST THESE YEARS FLY BY ! In a year or two or three it's

WORKERS AT THE EXACOMPTA FACTORY, AT PTT* ANPE*,
WORKERS FROM THE 10th DISTRICT, FROM PARIS, FRANCE AND ELSEWHERE.

LIKELY LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P. :

We are dangerous, we're becoming clever !
So, boys and girls, you don't want to come with us ? It's in the air ? Can't you feel 
it? Are you deaf ? IT'S BECAUSE OF THE MACHINES ! TOO MUCH NOISE, TOO MUCH SMOKE ! 
STOP THEM ! TAKE TO THE STREETS !
The first factory to come cut and support the youths what an impact that will have ! 
In ten years they'll still be remembered: "here they are, the first who came out !" 
You know what galls them. They say to themselves: "THEY'RE COMING OUT, THEY'LL 
NEVER GO BACK...."

So, how is it at the factory, which they nicely call "the company"? Nice 'n' easy, 
good wages, silent machines, the guv's a nice guy?

Answer us! Otherwise we'll imagine the shop floor stinks, covers you in shit, does 
you in, that it's depressing, disgusting............ !

And don't tell us otherwise, we wouldn't believe you, we 
you come back in the evening, you don't even look
yourself, stretch your legs, go to bed.

* French Telecom
* French UBO/Job Center.
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"EVERYTHING CRITICIZABLE MUST BE CRITICIZED"

I
STUDENTS, we took to the streets with you yesterday but we might as well tell 
you now: we don't give a shit about the Devaquet Bill !

For us selection is over, university is closed to us, our 
straight to the factory after a stretch on the dole.

certificates lead us

university, 
students, 
school, 
work.

As far as we are concerned, critique of the Devaquet Bill 
We
We
We
We

School gives us the bad jobs.
University gives you the indifferent ones.
Let's criticize them together !

But don't tell us: "workers, road-sweepers will always be needed". Or come on lads, 
take those jobs. You're welcome to take them, don't be shy !

WE'RE NOT ANY MORE STUPID THAN YOU, WE WON'T GO TO THE FACTORIES !

If you criticize the Devaquet Bill which only makes a bad situation worse, you 
haven't understood anything! Besides, you aren't much better off than us. A good 
number of you (607o, we heard) will give up before graduation and these "bad" 
students will go straight to the shitty badly paid jobs which is our lot. As to 
the "good" students, they'll find out the middling jobs they'll get (you can't find 
the good ones at university) have lost a lot of their prestige and power. Nowadays 
a doctor is no longer a "Sir", he's just on the Social Security's pay-roll. And 
what's a teacher, a lawyer ? There's so many of them..!

♦

t

•J

STUDENTS, if you criticize only the Devaquet Bill and not the university, you’ll be 
fighting on your own and the bill will go through parliament all at once or bit by 
bit and then YOU'LL ALL BE FUCKED ! And if by chance it doesn’t go through at all
everything would be just as before and half of you would end up in offices, in 
YOUR tidy factories.
STUDENTS, you're being called on to run this society and we to produce it.

IF YOU MOVE, IF WE MOVE, EVERYTHING CAN MOVE

But if you just want to be like Tapie*, if all you want is to dutifully run this 
society and on the cheap become, social workers, team leaders, heads of personnel, 
executives, sociologists, psychologists, journalists, work inspectors in order to 
educate us, counsel us, direct us, inspect us, inform us, lead us, make us work 
tomorrow...

FUCK OFF !

But if to begin with you want to criticize the educational system which excludes 
us and debases you, if you want to struggle with us against social segregation 
and poverty - yours and ours - then...

BROTHERS, COME WITH US, WE LOVE YOU !

LIK A LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P. -ECTRONICS

*: Very famous French "superboss" - self-made scum who built fortune and fame on 
taking over ailing businesses. The vulture promotes enterprising young idiots on 
his monthly two hour TV program. (Translators note)
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THEY WAHTEPTOTURN US INTO
pkatts ...THEY BLEW IT!

We started walking out when the sound of the students' movement reached our ears. 
At first we didn't quite catch on. What were the students fighting against? We 
didn't know. But they were fighting against ... something and we liked that.

We todk to the streets to break with the tedium of school-and because we too 
were violently against.. .something ! But what ? Well this was still to be defined.

When we took to the streets we brought with us all we liked at school - our 
friends, our mates, laughs, joy, friendship. We talked to each other as never 
before and we really bloody enjoyed it. So school wasn't the four walls, it wasn't 
the curriculum ? IT WAS US ! ALL TOGETHER !

T4

•-4

Anyway we don't need to know about this bill to reject it ! We no longer want 
what we have - it is despicable. So we're not going to ask for more or less of it. 
More of what ? Less of what ? What the hell does it change ? To be more profitable 
for those who want to keep our noses to the grindstone ? No thanks !

WE'RE NOT INTERESTED. FIND SOMETHING ELSE !

fighting the Devaquet Bill which tightens the selection for 
we'll never go! Yet we know about selection ! We've already been 
Very early, "clever" people have orientated us towards short

The students are
university where
up against that, 
courses at the L.E.P.'s (technical colleges). We were really made to feel we 
weren't good enough to do anything else and that it would be even worse after 
leaving school - that is, if we could find a job. We gather the "Monory Bill" is 
relevant to us and that it too will make things worse.
Worse than what ? How ? We don't quite see !

By speaking, running, thinking, talking, quickly, very quickly, we've understood 
a lot of things.

The teachers fostered in us (without much conviction) the illusion that our 
certificates - providing we were hard-working, punctual, attentive, conscientious 
- would enable us to find a position, oh, not a brilliant one, but a position 
nonetheless. They had us believe our studies would condition our place on the 
labour market. It seems to us instead that our future job already conditions our 
education.

SOUNDS PROMISING, DOESN'T IT ?

We thought we could get away from it through music, travel, theatre, friendship, 
that kind of thing...; that we'd manage somehow, without knowing how to escape. 
Meanwhile we just kept quiet in order not to offend them, not to annoy them... 
but also because deep inside, we knew we were stuck, alone, isolated.

Now we know : it wasn't a personal or individual problem, It's our problem - 
all of us !
By refusing school, passively yesterday, actively today; it is work and the 
shitty lives they'd nicely prepared for us we refuse !
We talk, we think, we laugh, YET WE’RE VERY SERIOUS.!

You nearly got us; you blew it !

We've caught a glimpse of something else, we're gonna go all out, the shit's 
gonna fly !

>LIKELY LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P. ELECTRONICS
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LIK A LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P. -ECTRONICS

*: Very famous French "superboss" - self-made scum who built fortune and fame on 
taking over ailing businesses. The vulture promotes enterprising young idiots on 
his monthly two hour TV program. (Translators note)
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You nearly got us; you blew it !
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gonna fly !
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TEACHERS YOU PUT YEARS ON US !

•J

>•-4

For such a long time you wanted us to speak but we kept quiet, this time we are 
going to speak up. We know the majority of you sincerely want to help us. Each 
in your own way have tried everything. You have been strict or easy-going, patient 
or impatient, attentive or distant. You have thought about things, talked matters 
over between yourselves, with us, with the college administration.

You have told us so many things, we said nothing or very little, we’d keep quiet, 
we'd smile. You used to say to us: "It’s no laughing matter, get on with your work" 
or,"we have a laugh here but we work really hard", or even "if you don't intend 
doing anything don't interfere-with your friends who..." or, "make an effort", or, 
"Mr so and so do you think you'll be allowed to turn up late for work?" or "oh it's 
you, get back in your place".Or, "answer doesn't anyone know?" or, "well,in 10 
years of teaching I've never come across anything like this before" or, "if you have 
a problem come and see me at the end of the lesson" or, " come on now, ask some 
Questions!" and "I also have a daughter of your age", "keep quiet when I'm talking", 
"take a sheet of paper" and "repeat what I've just said","come on find me a piece of 
paper" and "I warn you I'm not like what's his name".

Wtell, you're wrong. It's all the same - you've tried hard but that hasn't changed a 
thing. You have given us your advice, you've seen our parents, you've said: "if it 
were my son". You've worked hard, gone back to the beginning, prepared courses, 
arranged visits, trips, provided sunmaries, prepared days out. We've drunk coffee 
together, you've gone on strike, shouted and bawled and maybe even cried but that 
hasn't changed a thing.

Year after year, the social meat grinder has devoured us. You wear the pupils you've 
saved like medals - they are well deserved, each one of us has cost you plenty. But 
that's not possible with everyone.

Neither you nor we were the problem, it is everything else.

To be sure, you knew it but you probably thought it was inevitable. It's not the 
failure of the school system we reproach you with but for having accepted for too 
long and trying to make us accept too, a state of affairs, of people and of 
relationships between people, which are unacceptable.

To you we're problem kids, you felt sorry for us in advance - as if your life was 
something marvellous. We can see well enough how you react, how you are also fed up.
- You say: "What have you done with yourselves?" Well to be exact, because of what 

we're doing today we criticize our former passivity.
- You say: " That's unfair, our lives aren't a misery, we don't do as we're told, we 

want to help you".
Prove it! You want to talk to us? We wouldn't understand you all that well, we're 
already out of earshot, come closer; if you don't, in a weeks time you'll not have 
the foggiest clue.

Before our passivity was your excuse (not any more). YOU CAN'T HELP LIKING US, WE 
STATE THE TRUTH, a heart felt truth that people are fed up with hierarchical 
relationships, with separation, with a cramped narrow life. You daren't say so or 
even believe it. But that's what it boils down to. Teachers - that's the hurdle you 
must leap - but if you don't help, if you give up, if you betray .... nothing, we 
won't say a thing. Our looks will speak for us. They're unrelenting, as you well 
know. You'll be the judge of yourselves - there's no reprieve from that. 
Come and discuss with us on an egalitarian basis.
YOU CANNOT DO ANYTHING AGAINST US, WE STOP YOU GETTING OLD.

(31LIKELY LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P.
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WHAT TO DO ?

o

II

heads, we've got to know each other better, we've been thinking, we've discovered a 
must talk about all this. We are strong because we are many and 

stand together. And we stand together because despite our personal history and our

Over the last few days many things have been happening in the streets and in our 

lot of things. We i

unique identity, our experience has been the same and our future is the same.

We must talk between ourselves to clarify everything: what we want, what we don't 
want any more, why we took action in the first instance and how to carry on. We need 
a place to do this; we've found it: it's our school. It’s ours, they've said so 
time and time again. We take it at face value and the school too.

Then we need to organize and unite around what we want. Define who are our friends 
and get closer to them, who are our enemies and brush them aside.

We think we must rapidly get close to other LEPs who are in the same boat a 
but also to all the youth and older people already at work or on the dole b 
"they're us and we're them". A few months or years ago they were where we a 
nothing changes, we’ll be in their position in a few months or a few years.

We think we must join forces with the students, but on a clear basis, stating who 
we are, what we want and impell them to clarify their position (see: "We criticize!).

We think we have things to say to our teachers, some nice, some not-so-nice, for 
instance that if they can teach us some things, there are other things they should 
learn or re-leam from us.

» We think we have a lot to say about work, i.e. about money, and as money is at the
heart of society and .weighs on the entire society we therefore have to say it to the 
entire society and first of all to our parents.

So here is what we propose. First we occupy the school, organize it and talk between 
ourselves. When once agreed on certain essential things, we'll go and meet other LEPs 
to do with them what we'll already have done together. Then we join the students in 
the streets on an equal basis. This is just a start...

To start the discussion we have prepared leaflets and we propose to talk about them 
in order to improve them, modify them, turn them inside out and/or write others. We 
want others to contribute and that everybody, teachers and staff included, has a say. 
We want a wide open debate with no taboo. Everyone will have an equal right to speak. 
Now is the time to dare to say everything. But be warned - we won’t tolerate any 
trade-union, party, petty chief or bureaucrat. Let it be known !

One last point. It is in the college administrations' interest, who can't stop us 
from acting, to let us roam around outside like uncaged animals, hoping we'll get 
tired. If they refuse to allow the occupation, if they hassle us, we'll know what to 
think of them. And we'll remember I We’ll go somewhere else (we know where) and they 
won't see us again so soon I

LIKELY LADS, LES LASCARS, L.E.P
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SOME GRAFFITI TAKEN FROM THE WALLS OF PARIS, BEGINNING OF DECEMBER

- We’ve all been infected with mental Aids*: it’s normal, considering the time we’ve spent being fucked 
by the government.

- May in December - that’s brill.

- Cadillac arrest on Saturday.

- On Sunday, the day of our Lord, the CRS don’t work. We’re looking forward to next Sunday.

- Have you seen my Alpine? [written the night cars were burnt on Saturday 6th December]

- And if we did re-make the world....

- Isolated...killed off

- We want an explosive scandal and to explode ourselves (LEP school apprentices).

- Be cruel.
t

- Open the prisons.

- Pasqua has done a bunk underground - the youth have taken Paris.

- Beneath the tarmac, the pavement**.

- Grassing is a crime. Pasqua’s a terrorist [on ads appealing for witnesses].

- CRS - your neighbour’s fucking your wife.

- Pasqua - it’s not you, but the street which makes the law.

- 5 cars are blocking the street, today they open the debate.

- Tonight all Paris must be outside communicating.

- If you remain all your life crushed and exploited, then you’ll understand the reaction in the streets.

- Press mess.

- Another cross drawn up on the pigs’ slate, shivers run down my spine.

- Anger must come before something I find hard to be precise about [placard of an arab on the 10th 
December demonstration].

- Paris belongs to us.

- Me cold? Never!

- Open your eyes, switch off the telly.

- Time shall not pass.

- The same wave rushes through the English streets & ghettoes (& in all Europe) but the international 
media won’t tell you about it because they’re afraid of our strength. Therefore, English ‘jeunes’ send 
you strength, support and eventually victory, [written in English]

- Non-strikers are ‘Les Miserables’ [on a statue of Victor Hugo].

* Reference to a right-wing journalist who said that students were suffering from mental Aids. 
**Reference to graffiti in May ’68: ‘‘Beneath the pavement, the beach”. After ’68 paving stones were 
covered with tarmac to prevent them being dug up and used as missiles.
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EMERGENCY STOP

a question of

From the end of November ’86 to mid-January ’87, all the defenders of the State stirred up the spectre 
of May ’68. Students declared “68 is old, 86 is better!” and the Minister of Police appealed for the 
building of vigilante groups to “defend the Republic”. The press described a crazy Chirac watching De 
Gaulles’ ’68 dissertations on video...And when the train-drivers’ wildcat strike began to extend itself, 
the government declared that there wouldn’t be any new “Grenelle Agreements” (these agreements 
were the crumbs that the State threw to the 10 million strikers in ’68 and which the unions exerted 
themselves in passing off as a victory even though the movement was threatened by military interven
tion). In the final days of the railway strike, when other sectors were also involved in movements of 
agitation, the RPR boss (Chirac) called for an anti-strike demonstration, wanting one just like the Gaul- 
ist one at the end of May ’68.

Up until then, the various States had always tried hard to make all traces of social revolution disap
pear, attempting to impose amnesia. The modem spectacle, on the other hand, maintains falsified 
memories. The social agitation at the end of ’86 - beginning of January ’87 had absolutely nothing in 
common with the wildcat general strike of ’68. But the State has ceaselessly evoked a similarity. It was 

" ' falsifying a real threat bv giving it an unreal dimension, of imposing confusion. This State
strategy was destined to occupy and invade minds in order to ruin the novelty and the modern character 
of the situation.

If the State seemed to retreat - at the beginning of December, vis-a-vis the student conflict - it was 
because what was seized in this inoffensive agitation was the pretext for a general dissatisfaction to be 
expressed. The State wanted to cut this short by abandoning, to the students, a derisory victory. It was 
in this climate - where the feeling was that something had changed - that the railway workers went on 
strike.

The SNCF (National Society of Railways) is an enterprise with over 50% of its capital nationalised. 
Its private shareholders, not being a majority, have the incomparable advantage of never losing any 
money: the State agrees to cover any drop in the revenue from their shares.

This national enterprise is one of the major union strongholds in the country. The CGT (affiliated to 
the stalinist party) is deeply rooted there. Also present are : the more modernist CFDT, a nest of self
mangement ideology, infested with social democrats, priests and leftists; Force Ouvridre (Workers’ 
Strength), whose general secretary, Bergeron, regularly makes alarmist warnings to the authorities;also, 
some so-called ‘autonomous* corporatist unions, like FGAAC, hardly powerful, except amongst the drivers.

The SNCF is considered in France as an enterprise in permanent deficit: over the last ten years it’s 
lost over half the volume of its commodity transportation to road transport.

For two years, the Society has offered redundancy payments proportional to the years worked: 
20 to 30 thousand francs (2 to 3 thousand pounds) for less than 5 years, and around 120,000 francs 
(£12,000) for 15 years. Already, 20,000 people have left, with 40,000 more planned over the next 4 
years. On the other hand, the SNCF doesn’t employ any new people and intensifies the pressure to take 
the anticipated redundancies.

It is clear that the State wants to make this enterprise profitable by “modernising” it, studying proj
ects for the privatisation of certain sectors. For the employees who are already overworked in this part
icularly hierarchical enterprise (some say it’s even worse than the army), this push to modernise is 
connected with an aggravation of their work conditions.

This strike was remarkable for the rapidity and the magnitude of its extension. There were close to 
180,000 strikers out of 230,000 employees, during the strongest moments of the strike. The press 
never revealed its real extent. From the very first days the strike spread like a trail of gunpowder. The 
social partners (the State, the bosses and the unions), who said they were ready to meet each other, 
found themselves impotent in the face of the sudden uncontrolled development of work-stoppages.

At the beginning of November ’86, a non-union driver on the paris Gare du Nord network put into 
circulation a petition demanding the amelioration of the drivers’ work conditions and the suppression 
of a project for a gauge of salaries based on promotion by merit (the petition also threatened the unions 
with “suffering the consequences” if they didn’t support the strike). The petition rapidly received over 
200 signatures. Only the CFDT, whose presence amongst this category of employee is virtually insigni
ficant, agreed to announce a strike for the 18th December. Very quickly, several depots in Paris & the 
provinces walked out on strike illegally, without previous announcement.

From December 20th the “sedentaires” (those not working on the trains - ticket office employees, 
workshop workers, platform workers, office workers, etc.) joined up with those who workonthe trains. 
The strike of “sedentaires” was_massiye. and the media was especially silent about it.

The strikers were determined to wreck the project of a gauge of salaries and promotion through ment 
since such a project made increased salaries even more uncertain than they had already been with the 
old gauge (where the waiting lists for promotion are very long): promotion would be dependant on the 
degree of docility and submission towards ones hierarchical superiors. “They want us to bow before 
the office boss, they want us to be arse-lickers” (a striker). For the “sedentaires”, who get paid less than 
those who work on the trains, the problem of increases in salary was posed in a more crucial way. Speaking 
generally, there haven’t been any increases for 2 years in the public sector and Chiracs’ famous “privi
leged” have the privilege of working for the SNCF for a wage close to the national legal minimum wage 
level or for a little bit more thanks to nights, Sundays and public holidays spent grafting. Such are 
the obligations of being a ‘public service’!

The different strike committees and the numerous general assemblies called from the first week for 
the co-ordination of different sectors and strike areas in order to develop a better circulation of infor
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mation and a more effective use of their strength. The will to organise themselves directly, without 
union intermediaries, was the characteristic of the first assemblies. In contrast with what had general
ly happened in the past, it wasn’t the unions appealing to the assemblies and the assemblies thus sub
mitting to their initiatives and decisions but the railway workers, unionised or not*, who appealed to 
the assemblies.

In some depots (and always at Paris Nord), stalinists were kicked out. This suspicion towards the unions 
was, to a great extent, due to the various intrigues of the past, and particularly to the useless and ex
hausting “sausage” strikes, the CGT speciality, consisting of 24 or 48-hour strikes to demand a bonus, 
the equivalent of which was deducted from one’s salary, whether the bonus was granted or not. In the 
past, some movements, independant of the unions, like the wildcat strike of ’84 (see the french text 
“Decontrole d’aiguilles”) was sabotaged by the union apparatus.

But though there was a suspicion towards the unions and a will to control the strike through assem
blies, this strike wasn’t anti-union. Very quickly, the wishes of certain strikers to not use the unions, 
even as a means of negotiating with the management, found themselves confronted with the refusal of 
the management, whose only intention was to negotiate with the elected union representatives. The 
National Co-ordination of train drivers and the Inter-categorial Vitry Co-ordination** quickly fell into 
agreeing to use the unions as simple organs for transmitting information between management and 
themselves, affirming their will to control them rigorously: for this reason they were called “taxi-unions”.

At Paris-Nord the train drivers were so united they didn’t see any need to hold assemblies or to vote 
on whether to continue the strike. Elsewhere, either through a show of hands, or a secret ballot, voting 
took place everyday showing everywhere a massive majority for continuing the strike throughout its 
duration.***

In the assemblies, delegates were appointed to form representatives from different stations and rail
way depots in the co-ordinating network. With some it was clearly stated that the delegates were revo
cable but with others the question did not seem to arise. Some strikers criticised the very principle of 
delegation as possibly constituting and becoming another form of power.

A driver of a goods train notes that the brake mechanism has been sabotaged by a hit squad at Belfort.

*In the numerous assemblies, and more particularly of those who worked on the trains, it was deman
ded that unionised workers must participate in their own personal capacity.

A Trotskyist-led co-ordination for all categories and all grades of railway workers. (T.N.) 
***This footnote is on the bottom of the next page.
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of May ’68. Students declared “68 is old, 86 is better!” and the Minister of Police appealed for the 
building of vigilante groups to “defend the Republic”. The press described a crazy Chirac watching De 
Gaulles’ ’68 dissertations on video...And when the train-drivers’ wildcat strike began to extend itself, 
the government declared that there wouldn’t be any new “Grenelle Agreements” (these agreements 
were the crumbs that the State threw to the 10 million strikers in ’68 and which the unions exerted 
themselves in passing off as a victory even though the movement was threatened by military interven
tion). In the final days of the railway strike, when other sectors were also involved in movements of 
agitation, the RPR boss (Chirac) called for an anti-strike demonstration, wanting one just like the Gaul- 
ist one at the end of May ’68.

Up until then, the various States had always tried hard to make all traces of social revolution disap
pear, attempting to impose amnesia. The modem spectacle, on the other hand, maintains falsified 
memories. The social agitation at the end of ’86 - beginning of January ’87 had absolutely nothing in 
common with the wildcat general strike of ’68. But the State has ceaselessly evoked a similarity. It was 

" ' falsifying a real threat bv giving it an unreal dimension, of imposing confusion. This State
strategy was destined to occupy and invade minds in order to ruin the novelty and the modern character 
of the situation.

If the State seemed to retreat - at the beginning of December, vis-a-vis the student conflict - it was 
because what was seized in this inoffensive agitation was the pretext for a general dissatisfaction to be 
expressed. The State wanted to cut this short by abandoning, to the students, a derisory victory. It was 
in this climate - where the feeling was that something had changed - that the railway workers went on 
strike.

The SNCF (National Society of Railways) is an enterprise with over 50% of its capital nationalised. 
Its private shareholders, not being a majority, have the incomparable advantage of never losing any 
money: the State agrees to cover any drop in the revenue from their shares.

This national enterprise is one of the major union strongholds in the country. The CGT (affiliated to 
the stalinist party) is deeply rooted there. Also present are : the more modernist CFDT, a nest of self
mangement ideology, infested with social democrats, priests and leftists; Force Ouvridre (Workers’ 
Strength), whose general secretary, Bergeron, regularly makes alarmist warnings to the authorities;also, 
some so-called ‘autonomous* corporatist unions, like FGAAC, hardly powerful, except amongst the drivers.

The SNCF is considered in France as an enterprise in permanent deficit: over the last ten years it’s 
lost over half the volume of its commodity transportation to road transport.

For two years, the Society has offered redundancy payments proportional to the years worked: 
20 to 30 thousand francs (2 to 3 thousand pounds) for less than 5 years, and around 120,000 francs 
(£12,000) for 15 years. Already, 20,000 people have left, with 40,000 more planned over the next 4 
years. On the other hand, the SNCF doesn’t employ any new people and intensifies the pressure to take 
the anticipated redundancies.

It is clear that the State wants to make this enterprise profitable by “modernising” it, studying proj
ects for the privatisation of certain sectors. For the employees who are already overworked in this part
icularly hierarchical enterprise (some say it’s even worse than the army), this push to modernise is 
connected with an aggravation of their work conditions.

This strike was remarkable for the rapidity and the magnitude of its extension. There were close to 
180,000 strikers out of 230,000 employees, during the strongest moments of the strike. The press 
never revealed its real extent. From the very first days the strike spread like a trail of gunpowder. The 
social partners (the State, the bosses and the unions), who said they were ready to meet each other, 
found themselves impotent in the face of the sudden uncontrolled development of work-stoppages.

At the beginning of November ’86, a non-union driver on the paris Gare du Nord network put into 
circulation a petition demanding the amelioration of the drivers’ work conditions and the suppression 
of a project for a gauge of salaries based on promotion by merit (the petition also threatened the unions 
with “suffering the consequences” if they didn’t support the strike). The petition rapidly received over 
200 signatures. Only the CFDT, whose presence amongst this category of employee is virtually insigni
ficant, agreed to announce a strike for the 18th December. Very quickly, several depots in Paris & the 
provinces walked out on strike illegally, without previous announcement.

From December 20th the “sedentaires” (those not working on the trains - ticket office employees, 
workshop workers, platform workers, office workers, etc.) joined up with those who workonthe trains. 
The strike of “sedentaires” was_massiye. and the media was especially silent about it.

The strikers were determined to wreck the project of a gauge of salaries and promotion through ment 
since such a project made increased salaries even more uncertain than they had already been with the 
old gauge (where the waiting lists for promotion are very long): promotion would be dependant on the 
degree of docility and submission towards ones hierarchical superiors. “They want us to bow before 
the office boss, they want us to be arse-lickers” (a striker). For the “sedentaires”, who get paid less than 
those who work on the trains, the problem of increases in salary was posed in a more crucial way. Speaking 
generally, there haven’t been any increases for 2 years in the public sector and Chiracs’ famous “privi
leged” have the privilege of working for the SNCF for a wage close to the national legal minimum wage 
level or for a little bit more thanks to nights, Sundays and public holidays spent grafting. Such are 
the obligations of being a ‘public service’!

The different strike committees and the numerous general assemblies called from the first week for 
the co-ordination of different sectors and strike areas in order to develop a better circulation of infor
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mation and a more effective use of their strength. The will to organise themselves directly, without 
union intermediaries, was the characteristic of the first assemblies. In contrast with what had general
ly happened in the past, it wasn’t the unions appealing to the assemblies and the assemblies thus sub
mitting to their initiatives and decisions but the railway workers, unionised or not*, who appealed to 
the assemblies.

In some depots (and always at Paris Nord), stalinists were kicked out. This suspicion towards the unions 
was, to a great extent, due to the various intrigues of the past, and particularly to the useless and ex
hausting “sausage” strikes, the CGT speciality, consisting of 24 or 48-hour strikes to demand a bonus, 
the equivalent of which was deducted from one’s salary, whether the bonus was granted or not. In the 
past, some movements, independant of the unions, like the wildcat strike of ’84 (see the french text 
“Decontrole d’aiguilles”) was sabotaged by the union apparatus.

But though there was a suspicion towards the unions and a will to control the strike through assem
blies, this strike wasn’t anti-union. Very quickly, the wishes of certain strikers to not use the unions, 
even as a means of negotiating with the management, found themselves confronted with the refusal of 
the management, whose only intention was to negotiate with the elected union representatives. The 
National Co-ordination of train drivers and the Inter-categorial Vitry Co-ordination** quickly fell into 
agreeing to use the unions as simple organs for transmitting information between management and 
themselves, affirming their will to control them rigorously: for this reason they were called “taxi-unions”.

At Paris-Nord the train drivers were so united they didn’t see any need to hold assemblies or to vote 
on whether to continue the strike. Elsewhere, either through a show of hands, or a secret ballot, voting 
took place everyday showing everywhere a massive majority for continuing the strike throughout its 
duration.***

In the assemblies, delegates were appointed to form representatives from different stations and rail
way depots in the co-ordinating network. With some it was clearly stated that the delegates were revo
cable but with others the question did not seem to arise. Some strikers criticised the very principle of 
delegation as possibly constituting and becoming another form of power.

A driver of a goods train notes that the brake mechanism has been sabotaged by a hit squad at Belfort.

*In the numerous assemblies, and more particularly of those who worked on the trains, it was deman
ded that unionised workers must participate in their own personal capacity.

A Trotskyist-led co-ordination for all categories and all grades of railway workers. (T.N.) 
***This footnote is on the bottom of the next page.
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Militants of every description - from leftists to traditional trade unionists, or those breaking from trade 
unionism, even somenon-unionisedelements - sought to imprison, in some neo-trade-unionist formula, 
all the excitement, the searching, the working out of new modes of struggle stirring within people. 
They were hoping an occasion would arise enabling them to seize control of this movement, which was 
altogether new in France.

Sectional differences persisted throughout this strike. In certain depots drivers found it hard to toler
ate the presence of station staff in their midst - on the pretext that they were under union control, that 
they’d been late coming out or that their demands were different and likely to swamp theirs’. Often, 
even in the same railway stations, different general assemblies were held separately comprising station 
staff, drivers and guards. Then, after each assembly had been held, there would be mutual consultation 
to ascertain the results of the voting and what actions had been proposed. This did not prevent differ
ent categories of railway workers at Montparnasse, Gare de Lyon and St Lazare from setting up joint 
picket lines on the tracks.

In this new situation, in which everything remained to be discovered, the strikers found themselves 
confronted with the weight of the past and the sly manipulators of old ready to re-group at the merest 
hint of a weakening. During one of the last assemblies, a striker at the Gare St Lazare cannily observed, 
“At the outset, the general assembly has been the movements’ strength but it has not known how to 
go forward.” And if, in the beginning, particularly among station staff, the assemblies were not called 
by the unions, the latter quickly entered and controlled them - or tried to. At Montparnasse, the CGT 
took it in turns to read out long statements (which strikers referred to as the “Mass”) designed to lull 
the assembly to sleep and, through never-ending abstract generalities, to tire people out.

But if the CGT did not fill the assemblies with enthusiasm, on the whole meeting with the strikers’ 
indifference (apart from where they were in the majority, as in some towns in the South) anti-stalinists 
and others who well understood what their game was and didn’t like it, were not able to launch a counter
offensive. By the same token, sectional archaisms and the general dismissive behaviour of drivers to
wards others who were not ‘drivers’ must count as a factor which limited the movement.*** *

A picnic for the New Year. A railway buffet for strikers.

Unfortunately, in at least one station even a formalistic notion of democracy was not respected: 
towards the end of the strike, a sizeable minority voted to go back to work. When asked if they would 
respect the wishes of the majority, these would-be scabs said they wouldn’t, that they’d cross the 
?i!C ?nstead violently confronting these scum, the assembly had a re-vote manipulated by
the CFDT union, and voted overwhelmingly to return to work. (T.N.)

■** Example. some strike supporters reproduced 3000 copies of an appeal to other workers put out by 
the Inter-categorial Co-ordination (see page23). They then went along to Gare Austerlitz, where this 
1 rotskyist-dommated Co-ordination was especially influential, and showed the leaflets to various drivers. 
* were completely indifferent, saying that the leaflets, though addressed to workers^unconnected 
with the SNCF, were meant purely for internal SNCF consumption. They then accused them of being 
pohce provocateurs and forced them to run for their lives.(T.N.)
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The State responded decisively by refusing to give an inch, insisting meanwhile that the strikers were 
only seeking a wage increase (once the merit wages system had been dropped in anticipation of a new 
project which will be carried out jointly with their social partners - i.e. bosses and unions). In fact, the 
strikers had primarily drawn attention to their working conditions . Only station staff had emphasised 
a wage increase - however, this never received any mention....

The tendency towards self-organisation by the strikers came up against the State’s intransigency, 
which, above all, had to combat and destroy this threat. In order to impose a trade-union presence the 
SNCF board put forward unacceptable negotiating pre-conditions such as the immediate resumption 
of work. Seguin, the Employment Minister, was able to state at the time “the present struggle demon
strates the opportunity that exists in a country like ours to avail itself of strong, responsible unions.” 
The State, surprised initially by the wildcat character of the strike, quickly resorted to dragging things 
out, convinced a long strike would exhaust, perhaps indefinitely, the strikers’ combativity. They waited 
until the evening of December 31st before announcing the projected system of “merit wages”had been 
withdrawn and that subsequently negotiations on working conditions were underway.

The railway workers are not students. The entire rail network, as well as station and main crossover 
points had by then been occupied by picketing railway workers. Stalinists in the CGT proposed (in 
vain) that strikers take out strike-bound trains so that stranded holiday makes could return home. As 
a pretext they used the strikers unpopularity from the word go. Ensuring the “sacrosanct right to 
work” the cops descended on pickets, evicted strikers from occupied railway stations and went so far, 
in some places, as to check passengers’ tickets (often passengers queuing for tickets were surrounded by 
armed riot cops). At the Gare de Lyon, strikers blockaded the booking office shouting, “It’s free, it’s 
free” (see the railway workers leaflet, “Railway workers appeal to passengers”, page23). Confronted 
with the impossibility of mounting picket lines and maintaining the occupations, numerous acts of 
sabotage (it would be more precise to call them acts disrupting the movement of rolling stock) took 
place: points were jammed with stones, lights were left at red, signal boxes were put out of action by 
removing essential equipmentt. Hit squads of strikers brought trains to a halt in the open countryside 
and brakes were sabotaged.

But the angry railway workers knew it would be difficult subsequently to gain a victory. The State 
does not treat workers like it treats future managers, which is what students are. As the strike began to 
crumble it was the Stalinists who appeared to be going the whole hog. This uncompromising comic 
turn was meant to give the impression that they were the most radical.

Against all the odds, the railway workers have gone back to work in a mood of confidence strength
ened by the exemplary nature of their movementand their experience. As some of them have asserted, 
“You see, we didn’t win anything but we created a precedent by showing we were capable of leading a 
long hard strike outside the union.”

Through its exemplary quality the movement has created in this country an incomparable precedent.

This period is characterised by a desire to make outthat employed workers are privileged, just as pre
viously they wanted to make out they were free individuals. This privilege up to now was linked with 
the inevitability of poverty and was successively described as necessary and inevitable. But during this 
strike this pseudo-fatality was shown to be both a plea and a threat in the mouths of State officials. 
The lie stands revealed - a weapon forged to contain the dissatisfaction of the poor. The State banked 
on an unpopularity which might have left the strikers isolated. It didn’t turn out as they’d hoped. When 
the railway strike was hardening at the beginning of January, other sectors (buses and metro in Paris, 
seamen, electricity, gas and postal workers) went on strike. The confusion which surrounded these 
strikes, a confusion largely wrought by the Stalinists, reduced their scope but did not succeed in totally 
obliterating revived notions of self-organisation. Railway workers who set about collecting money in 
railway stations received, in a short space of time, considerable sums*****.

The consensus which reigned as far as students were concerned was not to be had when it came to 
railway workers. In November -December all the shitheads imaginable vied with each other to eulogise 
and proffer advice to students. In January, it was the exact opposite. During a demonstration in Paris 
in an office district it was astonishing to see the way in which middle-management insulted the strikers 
whilst employees, on the contrary, cheered them.

The media, so full of praise a month previously, now made many an enemy. In a railway depot, some 
journalists on the look out for news to falsify were approached by a bloke who said to them, “If you 
want to talk to someone just stay put - I’ll go fetch my dog.”

As to the discontent and unpopularity this strike provoked, it clearly came from middle managers, 
shopkeepers, industrialists, financiers and politicians - all that miserly scum, as our fellow ‘Enrages’ 
described them in 1793.

La, Lou & Al.
Paris, beginning of February ’87.

(translated from a French text received from some people we know in Paris; the title is ours’)
*****Unfortunately, there were very few collections, whichmust have been a factor in bringing the 
strike to an end, considering the railway workers had absolutely no strike pay.(T.N.)
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FOOTNOTE.
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Nuclear Power Striker having a ruck on the picket line, France, Jan.’87. Increasingly, nuclear power workers world-wide 
are beginning to take action (e.g. Sellafield, Chernobyl, the Indian sub-continent...). It’s a welcome development. However, 
there are problems to it. More recently, the Doel nuclear power station in Belgium has been on strike for a few weeks in 
a dispute over pay, conditions and holidays. Management working 12 hour shifts has tried to break the strike. In that 
time, the plant, which has 4 reactors, has had 3 emergency shut-downs. Surprise, surprise - management say it’s part of 
the normal course of events and not due to their incompetence. Considering their unlimited opportunism, however, 
they could easily change their tune. Seeing that management usually don’t give a toss anyway, they might indeed 
welcome a limited nuclear accident during a strike in order to curb the increasingly restive spirit of nuclear power workers. 
More generally, where there’s industry with a higher organic technical composition of capital, one is seeing during 
strikes the gradual emergence of management work-forces (print, TV, Telecom, etc.) which, if not as effective as made 
out, nonetheless quite severely demoralises strikers. How to overcome this obstacle remains to be seen. Specifically for 
nuclear power workers, they’re put in a difficult situation. Short of a fortress-like occupation which prevents any access 
by cops, thus enabling them to shut down the reactor, they cannot resort to sabotage because of the dangers of nuclear 

2q fall-out, to the same degree as many other workers.

The following contains some very brief information on other strikes in France.... 
i angry small farmers demonstrations resulted in the Government giving away £200 

million in special quotas to offset new EEC rules. Strikes by merchant seamen, dockers, journalists, 
metro (underground) workers.
December 24th: fear of a strike in the French civil service. 
December 29th: seamens’ strike escalated and brings most Atlantic and Mediterranean ports to a full 
stop. On the same day, electricity and gas workers who, for some time, had had planned for them a 
union-run strike pressurised union bosses to bring forward the date. 
January 4th: the CGT, with its customary “knowing how to end a strike” methods, calls off the month
long seamens’ and dockers’ disputes. The call was, more or less, obeyed. 
January 5th/6th: bus and metro workers strike on and off. Brief and patchy strikes by munitions, 
dockers and postal workers (e.g. at Paris’ Rue du Louvre Post Office, only 200 out of 2000 were on 
strike). Ports of Marseille, Nantes, St.Lazaire and Bordeaux are closed again by dockers. These strikes 
are Very much separated from each other, hugely dominated by the unions and largely fall into the 24- 
hour ritual - a ritual deeply resented by not only railway workers. Also round about this time, seamen 
chuck some containers into the docks at Marseille, which the dockers refuse to pull out. Also, a gun is 
fired by seamen at dock security guards, though no-one’s wounded. 
January 9th: gas and electricity workers nonetheless extend strike action with the half-hearted support- 
cum-hostility of the unions against some of the more imaginative actions. There were many power cuts. 
Theoretically electricity industry management control the supply network but they’re dependant on 
many other factors - not least, the mood of the electricians themselves. They can, for instance, reduce 
thespeed of the generators to the lowest possible level at hydro-electric and nuclear power stations (in
deed, at this time, there was some strike action by nuclear power workers). And by cutting supplies at 
electricity sub-stations, strikers, through this form of wildcat power, were able to target specific places 
(e.g. in Paris, notably at Gare du Nord, Gare du L’Est and La Defense). Nonetheless, management, in 
their well-guarded control rooms, were able, in this bitterly cold weather, to direct many cuts, knocking 
out supplies to homes and streets in the poor districts, keeping factories, big stores, State Departments, 
etc. well-supplied. In one provincial town, striking electricity workers managed to occupy one control 
room, but were quickly ejected by riot police. 
January 12th: after a few days skirmishing, trouble breaks out in the pits in northern France over the 
Governments’ draconian plan to rationalise still further the coal industry. There was strike action in a 
few pits. Prior to the strike wave, Carmoux miners had been on strike over a threatened pit closure. 
The French Coal Board backed down and agreed to defer closure for a year....With the collapse of the 
railway workers, all the rest of the activity, for the time being, has mostly fizzled out
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January 10th: Growth of a backlash against the strikes by shopkeepers, small business people, sub-con
tractors etc. Anti-strike demos in Lyons, Lille, Marseille and other cities. It parallels greater spilits in 
the railway workers ranks. Gare du Nord says it will “fight to the bitter end”. Others like Chambery at 
the foot of the Alps vote to return to work.

Small proprietors in France have a tradition of being more virulently pitted against the proletariat 
than in the U.K. A difference: English shopkeepers probe for your opinions first before saying anything 
leading, but French shopkeepers just let fly with their ghastly prejudices. Likewise, they have no qualms 
about searching you if they’re suspicious - even when you’ve not even thought of nicking anything. 
Though the class system in the U.K. is more archaic and antedeluvian than the French class system, 
nonetheless, small proprietors here offer very little resistance when faced with a riotous onslaught on 
their property and position, quickly giving up in disgruntled despair. Though here they look to the 
State for protection, this is very blinkered since they receive very little or no economic compensation, 
and in the inner-city areas, insurance companies increasingly offer no protection or their premiums are 
so high that few shopkeepers can afford them. In France, since the riots there in ’81 (mainly in Lyons) 
the State has adopted a low profile towards nicking, whilst surreptitiously encouraging the “petites 
commercants” to directly shoot down thieves. In France, the petit bourgeoisie protects the State and 
does not see itself as protected by it. After all, in 1789 their actions created the beginnings of the 
modem French State.

Notice on shop wall, Jan.’87: “BECAUSE OF BEING IMPEDED IN OUR FREEDOM TO WORK 
We request the strikers from the State sector to abstain from frequenting our establishment.”
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Nuclear Power Striker having a ruck on the picket line, France, Jan.’87. Increasingly, nuclear power workers world-wide 
are beginning to take action (e.g. Sellafield, Chernobyl, the Indian sub-continent...). It’s a welcome development. However, 
there are problems to it. More recently, the Doel nuclear power station in Belgium has been on strike for a few weeks in 
a dispute over pay, conditions and holidays. Management working 12 hour shifts has tried to break the strike. In that 
time, the plant, which has 4 reactors, has had 3 emergency shut-downs. Surprise, surprise - management say it’s part of 
the normal course of events and not due to their incompetence. Considering their unlimited opportunism, however, 
they could easily change their tune. Seeing that management usually don’t give a toss anyway, they might indeed 
welcome a limited nuclear accident during a strike in order to curb the increasingly restive spirit of nuclear power workers. 
More generally, where there’s industry with a higher organic technical composition of capital, one is seeing during 
strikes the gradual emergence of management work-forces (print, TV, Telecom, etc.) which, if not as effective as made 
out, nonetheless quite severely demoralises strikers. How to overcome this obstacle remains to be seen. Specifically for 
nuclear power workers, they’re put in a difficult situation. Short of a fortress-like occupation which prevents any access 
by cops, thus enabling them to shut down the reactor, they cannot resort to sabotage because of the dangers of nuclear 

2q fall-out, to the same degree as many other workers.

The following contains some very brief information on other strikes in France.... 
i angry small farmers demonstrations resulted in the Government giving away £200 

million in special quotas to offset new EEC rules. Strikes by merchant seamen, dockers, journalists, 
metro (underground) workers.
December 24th: fear of a strike in the French civil service. 
December 29th: seamens’ strike escalated and brings most Atlantic and Mediterranean ports to a full 
stop. On the same day, electricity and gas workers who, for some time, had had planned for them a 
union-run strike pressurised union bosses to bring forward the date. 
January 4th: the CGT, with its customary “knowing how to end a strike” methods, calls off the month
long seamens’ and dockers’ disputes. The call was, more or less, obeyed. 
January 5th/6th: bus and metro workers strike on and off. Brief and patchy strikes by munitions, 
dockers and postal workers (e.g. at Paris’ Rue du Louvre Post Office, only 200 out of 2000 were on 
strike). Ports of Marseille, Nantes, St.Lazaire and Bordeaux are closed again by dockers. These strikes 
are Very much separated from each other, hugely dominated by the unions and largely fall into the 24- 
hour ritual - a ritual deeply resented by not only railway workers. Also round about this time, seamen 
chuck some containers into the docks at Marseille, which the dockers refuse to pull out. Also, a gun is 
fired by seamen at dock security guards, though no-one’s wounded. 
January 9th: gas and electricity workers nonetheless extend strike action with the half-hearted support- 
cum-hostility of the unions against some of the more imaginative actions. There were many power cuts. 
Theoretically electricity industry management control the supply network but they’re dependant on 
many other factors - not least, the mood of the electricians themselves. They can, for instance, reduce 
thespeed of the generators to the lowest possible level at hydro-electric and nuclear power stations (in
deed, at this time, there was some strike action by nuclear power workers). And by cutting supplies at 
electricity sub-stations, strikers, through this form of wildcat power, were able to target specific places 
(e.g. in Paris, notably at Gare du Nord, Gare du L’Est and La Defense). Nonetheless, management, in 
their well-guarded control rooms, were able, in this bitterly cold weather, to direct many cuts, knocking 
out supplies to homes and streets in the poor districts, keeping factories, big stores, State Departments, 
etc. well-supplied. In one provincial town, striking electricity workers managed to occupy one control 
room, but were quickly ejected by riot police. 
January 12th: after a few days skirmishing, trouble breaks out in the pits in northern France over the 
Governments’ draconian plan to rationalise still further the coal industry. There was strike action in a 
few pits. Prior to the strike wave, Carmoux miners had been on strike over a threatened pit closure. 
The French Coal Board backed down and agreed to defer closure for a year....With the collapse of the 
railway workers, all the rest of the activity, for the time being, has mostly fizzled out
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January 10th: Growth of a backlash against the strikes by shopkeepers, small business people, sub-con
tractors etc. Anti-strike demos in Lyons, Lille, Marseille and other cities. It parallels greater spilits in 
the railway workers ranks. Gare du Nord says it will “fight to the bitter end”. Others like Chambery at 
the foot of the Alps vote to return to work.

Small proprietors in France have a tradition of being more virulently pitted against the proletariat 
than in the U.K. A difference: English shopkeepers probe for your opinions first before saying anything 
leading, but French shopkeepers just let fly with their ghastly prejudices. Likewise, they have no qualms 
about searching you if they’re suspicious - even when you’ve not even thought of nicking anything. 
Though the class system in the U.K. is more archaic and antedeluvian than the French class system, 
nonetheless, small proprietors here offer very little resistance when faced with a riotous onslaught on 
their property and position, quickly giving up in disgruntled despair. Though here they look to the 
State for protection, this is very blinkered since they receive very little or no economic compensation, 
and in the inner-city areas, insurance companies increasingly offer no protection or their premiums are 
so high that few shopkeepers can afford them. In France, since the riots there in ’81 (mainly in Lyons) 
the State has adopted a low profile towards nicking, whilst surreptitiously encouraging the “petites 
commercants” to directly shoot down thieves. In France, the petit bourgeoisie protects the State and 
does not see itself as protected by it. After all, in 1789 their actions created the beginnings of the 
modem French State.

Notice on shop wall, Jan.’87: “BECAUSE OF BEING IMPEDED IN OUR FREEDOM TO WORK 
We request the strikers from the State sector to abstain from frequenting our establishment.”
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THE RAILWAY WORKERS LEAFLETS

Ph
o

SNCF:
A “PROFITABLE” ENTERPRISE

OR A GENUINE PUBLIC SERVICE ?

THE CHOICE IS OURS...

As public transport users we are inconvenienced by the railway strike. 
But that must not blind us to what’s at stake in the railway workers’ strug
gle: they are combatting an unswerving regime which is being imposed on 
everyone to the sole benefit of a privileged minority.

They are parading the incredible privileges of railway workers before us. 
In so doing the government is trying to set people, whose wages and living 
conditions are broadly comparable, against each other. The job of a railway 
worker (rosters, nervous exhaustion, responsibilities) completely tears to 
shreds any private life, to the point of reducing a railway workers life ex
pectancy to between 56/57. Day and night, a train driver is single-handedly 
responsible for the lives of hundreds of passengers.

The system the SNCF is attempting to impose would not only worsen 
conditions overall but, by the same token, would endanger the safety and 
comfort of travellers. We are conscious of the fact that they’re not merely 
defending their particular interests, but are coming to the defence of an 
excellent public service. A victorious strike by railway workers would 
swiftly put a stop to the overall deterioration in workers conditions and 
to increasing unemployment.

We support the railway workers strike because they were able to stay 
united: it is the base which daily decides what action to take and, through 
their respect for democracy, they show their strength and determination.

The Co-ordinating Body of Passenger-Railway worker Solidarity 
Committees - Paris and outlying districts. 

Postal address: 25, rue du Moulinet, 75013.

Printed on the reverse side of this leaflet:

WHO ARE THE RAILWAY WORKERS WHO ARE INCONVENIENCING US? 
WHAT DO THEY WANT?

At the heart of the strike are the railway workers uneasy about their future and the future of the rail
ways.

Whether drivers or not they are often on call and on duty at a moments’ bidding.

Thus, for example, train drivers, at the beginning of their careers and some right up to retirement, 
are bound by the “signal” or “on call” statute. That means, they can be ordered out at any moment 
to take a train to any destination. They are told what their rostered schedule is only on a day-to-day 
basis, travelling anything from 40 to 400 kilometres. Without any prior notice, they are ordered out of 
bed to work nights (for an additional 2.67 francs - 27p - an hour) or Sundays.

Given these conditions, how can you bank on having a private life at all?

One of them, in 25 years, has only spent 9 Christmases at home. Every month they spend from 4 to 11 
nights in dilapidated, noisy hallways of station post-offices, taking with them bedding and eating uten
sils. Already it’s enough to make you really pissed off.

In trying to impose a new “wages’ gauge” the SNCF management has subjected the entire labour force 
to a further degradation of living and working conditions.

For the time being, this “wages gauge” has been withdrawn, but the SNCF board always keep seeking 
to introduce it through the growing part played by “merit” in the system of promotion. “Merit” 
means devotion to duty, docility, being “amenable to orders” as an SNCF senior official put it.

This subjection reinforces the obligation to make the company instantly profitable and facilitates the 
reduction of the workforce.

8,000 jobs per year have gone since 1983. The result: more and more ticket offices closed, only one 
waiting room in the vast foyer of the Gare du Nord, one guard per train...

What comfort and security can travellers expect if jobs continue to disappear at this rate?

RAILWAY WORKERS APPEAL TO OTHER WORKERS

I
1

I
I

WORKERS,

As you know, we railway workers are on strike. Many of you have perhaps had your 
lives disrupted by this strike. Yet it goes without saying that this strike is not aimed at you 
nor transport users in general. Nor, it goes without saying, is it aimed at workers because like you 
we work for a wage.

If we have resorted to strike action it is because it is the only way we have of ma
king our demands known to our employer - the government. Like all employers - yours included
it has held our wages down and has long made our working conditions worse by all manner of means. 
It has reduced the number employed ( SNCF - the state railway system - has got rid of 10,000 jobs 
per annum ) has made economies in matters of safety ( the number of fatal accidents at work per 
year runs into several score on the SNCF)and increased the work load.

However formulated, our demands are simple : they are about wages and working con
ditions. And if we have demanded we be paid for the time we have spent on strike, all workers will 
understand why strikers are faced with this predicament. Because it is the bosses who have forced us 
out on strike through their determination to always add to our exploitation and why should workers 
constantly sacrifice themselves?

Our strike has panicked the SNCF management board, the government and also over 
and above that, all bosses. It has created panic because once a section of workers, no matter who they 
may be, stops work and engage in struggle, this terrifies all bosses because the effect is felt on social 
and economic life.

But it also causes panic because of its particular character. It had been set in motion by 
the base, that is, by the rank and file workers either non-unionised or belonging to unions of different 
tendencies. It was they - the base - which extended the strike nationwide. And it is the base which in 
many places has taken over the organisation and running of the strike, all decisions being reached in 
general assemblies which group together all workers whether unioised or not. Equally, the strike com
mittees elected in the general assemblies are composed of unionised and non-unioised workers. 

What they fear most, as the reactions of those who exploit and govern us have shown, 
is workers deciding what to do in every instance and acting accordingly.

Workers,

We railway workers appeal to you because we firmly believe you have the same 
demands and aspire to do the same.

We appeal to you because we firmly believe our fate is wedded to yours and 
to that of all other waged workers. We have jointly suffered over the years - ultimately in the same way 
- the same attacks on our living and working conditions and on our wages. By standing together we 
have a chance to change the course of things and turn the boat the right side up.

We railway workers appeal to you because we firmly believe our strike is in 
your interest and in the interest of all workers and that our struggle today will lend force to yours’ 
tomorrow. Better still, that we all join forces and dictate the legitimate demands of wage earners.

The Inter-categorial National Co-ordination of striking railway workers.

The Inter-categorial National Co-ordination of railway workers and the National Co-ordination 
of Train Drivers call all railway workers to gather before the Gare d’Austerlitz, Tuesday 13 January at 
5 p.m. to demonstrate the resolve of the strikers and show the strike is continuing. It also calls on 
workers and the populace at large to come and affirm their solidarity with railway workers.

12th January 1987

See references to this leaflet on page 18, footnote**** and first paragraph, page 31.
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